Abstract-The Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) mission is a proposed interferometer instrument for direct detection of the light from planets around nearby stars. Targets will be earth-like planets up to a million times fainter than their host stars, yet only 0.1 arcseconds away. Nulling interferometry (subtraction of the optical electric fields collected by several telescopes) suppresses the stellar glare to allow direct detection and coarse spectroscopic study of the thermal-IR light from a distant planet. We present an overview of recent studies led by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), outlining the challenges and the potential payoffs of this mission.
INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) is a proposed instrument in NASA's Origins program [l] , which will directly detect the light from earth-like planets orbiting nearby stars. Isolating that faint light from the brilliant glare of the host star will permit spectroscopic studies in the thermal infrared (7-20pm) , which will permit a first look for chemical evidence of Earth-like biological processes. Discovery of exo-biological systems would have tremendous social impact, challenging our religious and philosophical views regarding the human race and the universe. Though TPF's launch in 201 1 is barely in NASA planning horizons, there is barely enough time to address the technical challenges.
Four to six telescopes spread over a 50-1OOm boom work together as a single optical instrument, producing a deep null in sensitivity on the star, while giving maximum sensitivity in side lobes which are a few tenths of an arcsecond wide and a similar angle from the star. These side lobes appear as stripes across the plane of the sky, within an envelope given by the diffraction pattern of the telescopes. This instrument rotates around the line of sight to the star, keeping the star nulled while scanning these stipes across light sources in the star's neighborhood and recording the variations in total signal. Deconvolving these variations yields a "family portrait" of the planetary system. These variations will be different at each wavelength both due to the wavelength dependence of the stripes' angular separation and due to the spectral features of the planemy source(s). With a long enough integration, we can compile spectra for each object in the family portrait. Observing a star system for a few days, we can collect evidence of nonthermal spectral features of water, carbon dioxide, and ozone, which together would strongly suggest biological activity.
In 1997, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) invited three industry teams to participate in concept studies of TPF. This paper will provide an overview of those studies, covering nulling principles, aperture configurations, and the observatory concepts advanced by the study teams. A variety of detail on how to make this instrument work has appeared in earlier reports [2, 3, 4, 51 and will appear in other papers at this conference. A more recent study is underway, and its results will be available early in 1999.
SCIENCEGOALS
We wish to detect and study earth-like planets around nearby stars. There will probably be about 150-200 candidate stars, selected by criteria such as stellar type, distance from earth, and absence of stellar companions. We take the separation between star and exoplanet to be of order 1M AU or higher; typical candidates are as close as 3 parsec (pc), but mostly in the 10-30 pc range. This gives angular separations in the range 10-300 milliarcseconds.
A solid consensus seems to have been achieved that all life forms known on Earth exist in the presence of liquid water [ 131. By bold extrapolation, we conclude that the best places to look for evidence of life elsewhere are those which harbor liquid water. This focuses our attention on planets in the so-called "Goldilocks zone", in which the ambient temperature is neither too hot nor too cold to allow liquid water. Likewise we lean heavily on Earth's example when we choose other signatures to use as evidence of life on those exoplanets.
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The passband from 7-20pm offers 0 a favorable planetktar brightness ratio due to the planet's thermal emission at temperatures of interest; 0 looser requirements on wavefront error than we would need for visible-wavelength observations; and 0 a good set of atmospheric signatures of potential biochemistry.
In this wavelength region, the planet's atmospheric emission spectrum might include some particularly useful features such as the water lines at 7-8pm, ozone lines near lOpm, carbon dioxide lines at 14-16pm, and methane lines around 7pm. All except methane can be detected with confidence using a low-resolution spectrometer (1 / 6X-20); methane detection would require resolution around 1000. These lines will indicate how hospitable the planet is to life as we know it, and perhaps even tell us whether it has taken hold there [15] . Ozone and methane are among the strongest indicators of earth-like biochemistry.
BASIC INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Requirements
The two broad classes of instruments to consider are a conventional coronagraph or a nulling interferometer. But even before we choose an architecture, we can estimate typical values for a few of the principal requirements, just based on the high contrast and small angular scale we need.
When viewed from many parsecs away, the brightness ratio of the sun and earth is of order lo9 in the visible wavelen-oth region, but falls to about lo6 in the thermal infrared, due to the rise in earth's thermal emission and the decrease in the sun's. Thus, direct detection of an exoplanet's light even in this favorable 7-20pm wavelength range requires a planet detection sensitivity of about of the star.flux, at an angular separation of 10-300 milliacseconds. To meet these requirements, the characteristic dimension of the instrument-regardless of architecture-must be greater than 20 meters (by a h/D criterion). Specific characteristics of each architecture will define the real size required.
One of the principal requirements derived from this high contrast is the wavefront quality. In a conventional imaging system, the ripples in the wavefront can cause scattering of the on-axis starlight into an off-axis pixel (where we hope to find a planet). To keep this scatter below lo6, we must keep the magnitude of these ripples below rad (-1 nm). T h i s turns out to be a typical requirement for both telescopes and ,interferometers; it is an important driver in the choice of architecture.
Architectures
A conventional coronagraph (a simple filled aperture telescope with a field stop) satisfying these requirements must have an unreasonably large aperture diameter. We know we cannot exploit the transmission minima on the Airy dark rings: even with perfect optics, adequate suppression at an Airy dark ring occurs only for narrow ranges of wavelength and angle. Instead we might rely on the steady decline of the envelope of diffracted intensity with angle; unfortunately, the Airy function falls off only as the third power of angle. If we want equal fluxes from the star and planet ( l o 6 suppression of the star leakage) at a 0.1 arcsecond separation, we need a telescope with aperture diameter approaching 1 kilometer and wavefront error below 1 nm! Advanced coronagraph techniques such as those proposed for a Hubble instrument package [6] might permit planet detection with an Airy radius comparable to the star-planet separation (aperture diameter 2 20 meters). But the nearest match to this instrument size is the Next Generation Space Telescope [7] , which is -8 meters in diameter. It is challenged to provide difiaction limited performance at 2pm using both coarse and fine active wavefront correction systems. The NGST technology base is comparatively immature; thus it seems brash to claim that we are ready to push it to the extremes required for advanced coronagraphy.
We would like a segmented aperture in such a system, to ease the manufacturing and launch-packaging challenges. The advanced coronagraph is consistent with a segmentedaperture design, though the implicit pupil masking and wavefront segmentation would present additional challenges. But by expanding the gaps in the pupil of a segmented aperture, we arrive at a sparse aperture system; this separates the issues of collecting area and lateral dimension, which may provide useful alternatives. Sparse aperture designs fall into two categories, Fizeau and Michelson interferometers, according to .'the method of combining starlight beams from the various apertures.
A Fizeau interferometer [8]
combines the light from several apertures by focusing them together on the detector plane. In most cases, this is akin to a conventional imaging telescope system with a multi-aperture pupil mask across the front. In general, thls retains all the disadvantages of the filled-aperture coronagraphs, while making the point spread function more complex. This in turn exacerbates the diffractive leakage of starlight. It is for this reason that Fizeau designs have not been pursued. To see the exo-planets against the various backgrounds, we rotate the instrument around the line of sight. Then the conmbution to the signal from each exo-planet blinks on and off as the peaks and valleys of the interferometric transmission pattern sweep across the position of the planet (Figure 3) . This approach to planet detection [ l l , 121 has several advantages: 0 the necessary 20-100 meter lateral scale of the optics can be achieved with modest-sized pieces of wellfigured mirror surface; the dynamic control of the phasing of a few individual optics on a structure is much simpler than that of a large filled-aperture mirror surface; and launch-packaging and deployment are much simpler for a 100-meter support structure with small apertures than for a similar size segmented filled-aperture primary.
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We will see later that this two-mirror instrument by itself is inadequate, but compound interferometers with more than two apertures have been devised, yielding substantially better performance. Baselme onentabon (dcg) Figure 3 . Signal variation as interferometer rotates. As the stripe pattern in Figure 2 rotates with the instrument, the stripes of high sensitivity move across the planet (marked 0), varying its contribution to the detected signal. Constant background signals provide a DC offset.
Inte flerometer challenges
We wish to subtract two starlight beams with a contra& of lo6 or greater, implying the two contributing optical fields at the detector must match to better than lU3 in amplitude and 10" rad in phase. This high quality of field matching must be achieved across the entire wavefront, in both polarizations, for about a 1%-octave wavelength range. Since we must distribute this overall leakage requirement in a "leakage budget" comprising many terms, the actual wavefront and amplitude requirements are significantly tighter than these upper bounds. This sounds like a hopelessly daunting challenge, but there are several tricks that make this look much more feasible (recounted in [2] and [20]).
Other issues that must be considered in the architecture and design include Leakage sources such as these are a central issue in the choice of instrument architecture (see Table 1 ). Figure 4 shows several aperture configurations, representing each aperture as a circle in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. A two-mirror Bracewell interferometer (Figure 4a ) ideally has an interferometric transmission pattern on the sky given by
INTERFEROMETER APERTURE CONFIGURATION
where k=2dA, L is the aperture separation (total length of the array), and 8, is the angle from the central null, measured in the plane containing the 2 apertures and the star. At small angles (near the stellar disk), the small-angle transmission varies as e2, as shown in Figure 5 .
If we set k l O m , this barely reaches close enough to the star to permit detection of an Earth around our Sun as seen from 10 pc; then the stellar leakage is of order 2.5~10-~. This is a bit too high for the sensitivities we hope to achieve, and L is too short for the range of possible planets we seek.
There are several ways of adding more apertures to achieve better suppression of the stellar disk. Two possible arrangements of three apertures are a mangle and a linear configuration. An equilateral triangle (a special case we considered, shown in Figure 4b ) must have equal-sized apertures, and the beams must be combined with relative phase offsets of 120 degrees. Unfortunately, it only achieves a 82 small-angle transmission (see Figure 5 ), which we know will not provide the desired sensitivity; furthermore, providing a 120 degree phase shift-adequately achromatic for a 7-20pm passband (1% oct ave)-i s a significant technical risk item. Mariotti's variation of this triangle [16] includes apertures placed at the midpoints of each side; this achieves a e4 small-angle transmission, which helps dramatically to reduce the stellar leakage. Furthermore, for accurate nulling, this system needs only integer-pi phase shifts, which are easier to produce. A variety of downstream beam combination options gives this configuration a lot of possible applications.
The linear configuration (Figure 4c ) uses symmetrically placed, identical outer apertures and a central aperture with twice the diameter-a "1-2-1" configuration. With appropriate magnifications and beam-combination phase shifts, the transmission pattern also has a G4 small angle dependence (see Figure 5) .
Another category we examined is parallelograms, which encompasses all the workable quadrilaterals. With four equal apertures and integer-pi phase shifts (see Figure 4d) , these also give a e4 small-angle transmission Figure 5 ).
Another interesting configuration is that being considered for the Darwin mission [17] (Figure 4e ) in the European Space Agency's X2000 science program. It has five equalsized apertures at the vertices of an equilateral pentagon. Like the equilateral triangle, the beams are combined with fractional-pi relative phase shifts (adjacent apertures are separated by 4 d 5 radians). In this case, however, the smallangle transmission varies as O4 (see Figure 5) . Furthermore, the five-fold rotational symmetry of the transmission pattern allows us to distinguish the signal of a compact object on (Figure 4f) comprises four telescopes in a linear configuration: an inner pair and a smaller outer pair. If D, is the distance from the midpoint of the instrument to the nth aperture, and Rn is its radius, then the product Rn D, has the same value for all apertures. The relative phases are integer-pi. In the labels 1-2--2-1 and 1-3-3-1, the numbers give the relative aperture diameters and each dash represents a ven element of distance. This configuration achieves a 8 small-angle transmission (see Figure 5 ), leaving room for other leakage contributions.
More complex configurations have been proposed, but the current crop gives a good set of choices with modest numbers of optics.
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There is an important difference between linear arrays and 2-dimensional ones; it comes from the characteristics of their transmission patterns vs. angles on the sky. The linear arrays produce linear stripes, whereas the 2-dimensional arrays produce periodic patterns of "islands" in the transmission vs. sky angles. For the 2-dimensional arrays it is possible for the planet to slip between the highest peaks of the rotating sky transmission pattern. But for the linear array, one or more stripes will eventually scan across every planet that lies outside the innermost stripe and within the telescope Airy pattern. Thus to ensure maximum sensitivity to all planets, the 2-dimensional m a y should be adjusted in size and twirled again, whereas a linear array need not be adjusted.
Current budgets (see Table 1 ) allocate much greater signal levels to the local-and exo-zodiacal emission and stellar leakage than to the planet signal; the planet signal would still be visible as a small variation on top of this large background "pedestal". Technical sources of variation in these background signals limit the sensitivity to the small rise and fall in detected light due to the planet. Thus we are motivated to reduce our sensitivity to drift. 
Chopping configurations
Since the industry study was completed, Woolf et.al. [19] have proposed a clever interferometric means of chopping the signal from the planet without modulating the backgrounds. Conventional means of chopping (chopping wheels or modulation of telescope pointing) are familiar in IR astronomy, but are not practical here: both methods interrupt the flow of starlight photons that are needed to keep our demanding optical control loops in lock.
But these authors have proposed that the nulled outputs of two interferometers be combined with a relative phase alternating between +goo; this leaves a null centered on the star, with asymmetrically placed peaks in transmission beside that null (Figure 6 ). The alternation of phase changes where the peaks in transmission are, which causes the planet signal to blink on and off. But any source which is symmetric around the star (such as an exo-zodiacal dust signal) is not modulated. For a given number of apertures, this greatly increases the amount of stellar leakage, but also greatly reduces the sensitivity to instrument drift.
1997 STUDY INDUSTRY RESULTS
Because of its deep and broad null, the 1997 industry studies all focused on the OASES design, with various means for supporting the telescopes and combiner package.
All three teams provided a "monolith" concept (telescopes held by a structure); TRW and Lockheed also contemplated tethered and separated-spacecraft ("free-flyer") concepts. Ball's study team focused extra effort on the optical design and its requirements; the latest optical design is described in another paper at this conference [20] .
Orbit
The industry teams. considered the choices. for where TPF would fly; this issue is of primary importance in setting the required aperture size, selecting a launch vehicle, allocating mass budgets, and selecting configurations for power and communications. The orbit impacts the aperture size due to the stray light contribution from local zodiacal dust. As the instrument moves farther from the sun, the local zodiacal contribution declines; then we can reduce the aperture size while maintaining the same planet sensitivity. Practical issues narrowed the choices to the 1 AU orbits (Earthtrailing drift-away and L2 lissajous) and the 5 AU Jupitergravity-assist orbits.
Though the 5 AU orbit option permits the use of more modest-sized optics, its disadvantages include tougher requirements on detector noise (readout and dark current) and a much lower launch mass capability than the 1 AU options. Furthermore, other science that TPF might undertake would be better served with larger apertures.
Mechanical configuration
The tethered concepts were discarded early, based on the finding that the cable's dynamics are difficult to control, and present a high risk. Also, keeping the cables taut would set lower limits on the rotation rate of the instrument, which appear to conflict with the long integration time scales needed for our dim planetary targets. However, the freeflyer seems feasible, and competitive with the monolith at an insmment length of order 100 m.
The free-flyer can reconfigure itself for other jobs, such as synthesis imaging for astrophysics; it can adjust the aperture separations for optimum angular resolution; and it can gracefully accept replacement elements of the array. Furthermore, it eliminates the major concerns that a large deployed cold structure brings: (a) pre-flight testing of the deployment and (b) predictiodtesting of the on-orbit structural quietness. The latter is a crucial element of the pre-flight verification of interferometric performance. The monolith, on the other hand, is a lower-risk approach in some other ways. U.S. industries have extensive flight experience with reliable deployed truss structure systems, but very little with automated formation flying (and none, to our knowledge, at the required level of precision). Furthermore, the truss can be re-oriented with reaction wheels or control-moment gyros rather than "consumables" ('propellant); thus the monolith's mission lifetime would be limited by factors other than the propellant capacity of the various spacecraft in the array.
MIT's Space Systems Laboratory (SSL) [5] compared launch mass and other factors for the monolith and fieeflyer concepts for the observation scenarios outlined by the science working group. They found that the mass of the structure in a deployed 100 meter monolith was comparable to the mass of the free-flyer's propellant load and the exwa 4 copies of the spacecraft support systems (power, attitude control, navigation, communication, computation, etc.). Thus they concluded that it is difficult to decide between a monolith and a free-flyer at the instrument sizes we used.
Ball's design for a monolith at 5 AU (see Figure 7 ) makes clever use of the interior of the deployable truss to hold the telescopes. Solar-powered electric propulsion (SEP) and an Earth gravity-assist encounter provide the boost needed to reach the 5 AU orbit, and a Jupiter gravity-assist encounter circularizes the orbit there. Instrument operation begins at the end of the SEP boost phase, -2.1 AU from the sun and -20 months into the mission; the spacecraft encounters Jupiter after 4 years. The oversized solar panels needed to drive the SEP system early on would later. provide more than 1 kW of electrical power in the dim sunlight at 5 AU.
The bad news for this configuration is that the telescopes can hardly be any larger than the 1.5 meter diameter we used. In particular, it is not applicable to a 1 AU mission because of the larger aperture size. Instead, the telescopes must be packaged outside the structure; this limits the crosssection and therefore the stiffness of the structure.
TRW offered a clever method of stabilizing the structure using sailboat technology: stays and cables to stiffen a thin deployed truss (Figure 8) . Multi-layer "dinner-plate" stacks of aluminized mylar shields allow passive cooling to 40-60K at up to 45 deg angle from the anti-sun line. They also offered a free-flyer version (Figure 9 ). Lockheed used a folding structure, with oval-shaped apertures to fit the launch shroud better (see Figure 10) . 
CONCLUSIONS
The TPF studies have produced a wide variety of possible avenues for development of the TPF system. While exploring the design issues affecting each of these avenues, the teams developed a comprehensive list of the major requirements and technical challenges. Though a few of these are significant new challenges, most already have laboratory-demonstrated solutions.
A trio of precursor missions (DS3, SIM, and NGST) will attack many of these challenges well in advance of the TPF flight. The Deep Space 3 (DS3) mission [21], a separatedspacecraft interferometer, will demonstrate autonomous formation flying of spacecraft accurate to a few cm, as well as advanced opto-mechanical controls for space interferometry, such as delay lines and alignment systems.
The Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) [22] will prove the technologies of advanced precision optical interferometry:
Path-length stabilization and fnnge tracking to 1-1 0 nm, with knowledge to tens of picometers Wavefront matching to better than 1 nm Alignment to 30 milliarcsec (sky angle) Structural dynamics and microdynamics
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Hardware and algorithms for managing a complex opto-mechanical system Integration and test, risk management SIM will also carry the first demonstration of nulling in space (visible band), at performance levels similar to TPF's.
The Next Generation Space Telescope [7] will provide experience with large space telescopes, including deployable primaries; and it will prove much of the lowtemperature opto-mechanical equipment needed for precision thermal-IR interferometry.
These missions will supply critical technical experience to address the challenges of TPF. In combination with JPL's Interferometry Technology Program, we expect to prove all of the required technologies before its projected launch date in 201 1. We eagerly await the day when TPF reports its first data, because that is the day we begin to learn what life is like on other planets-literally.
